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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation and benchmarks  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Part 1: Introduction

4

Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


What is Few-Shot Learning?

“Learning a task with minimal task description”

Task description??

- Input and outputs
- Representing task as a prompt
- Instructions on what it is

5

Expectation of efficiency
In memory and speed



History of Zero/One/Few-Shot Learning*
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2020s2010s2000s1990s1980s

How long have we 
been studying it?

How long have we 
been calling it X-shot?

Few-shot
Learning

One-shot
Learning

Zero-shot
Learning

One-shot means 
1-example per class?

Nope, it was mostly 
used in the “learning 
in one shot” sense!

*I am neither a historian, nor that old



Why do we care about Few-Shot Learning?
7

Practically Useful Scientifically Useful



Practically Useful

Labeling data is costly
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● Requires domain expertise
○ Medical, legal, financial

● Inputs are long/complex
○ Grammaticality

● Output is not a class
○ Semantic parsing



Practically Useful

Labeling data is costly

You want to do best with what you have
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● You don’t want to get more data
● “Cold-start” Recommendations

○ I saw 3 movies, suggest others
● Misinformation/Factuality Detection

○ Something new happened
○ Need to react quickly!



Practically Useful

Labeling data is costly

You want to do best with what you have

Finetuning can unstable
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● Training is sensitive to hyperparams
● Not enough validation data
● Difficult to trust the model works



Practically Useful

Labeling data is costly

You want to do best with what you have

Finetuning can be unstable

Finetuning large LMs is expensive
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● Large models are much more accurate
● Expensive to train, time and memory
● Some methods will scale to more tasks

○ hundreds/thousands of tasks



Scientifically Useful

Potential test for “Intelligent Behavior”
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● Generalization from few examples
○ Fundamental piece of intelligence
○ Often used in psychology

● Version of “Thinking Fast”
○ Quickly adjust to environment



Scientifically Useful

Potential test for “Intelligent Behavior”

“But… Deep learning is data hungry!”
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● Long-standing criticism of DL
● Understand why it doesn’t work here

○ Or does it?
● What are the new limitations of DL?



Scientifically Useful

Potential test for “Intelligent Behavior”

“But… Deep learning is data hungry!”

Insights into Language Modeling
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● Evaluating Language Models
○ Do we really care about perplexity?

● What does an LLM “know”? 
○ Different Notion of Generalization

● What are the biases/limitations of LLMs?



Scientifically Useful

Potential test for “Intelligent Behavior”

“But… Deep learning is data hungry!”

Insights into Language Modeling

Because LARGE language models

15

● Training/inference/access is tough
● What else can we do? ;)



Few-shot classification in other domains

Image classification: identify unseen objects

Robotics: quickly adapt to new environments, imitation learning

Recommendations: suggest good recommendations for new users/items

Graphs: only a few edges/nodes are labeled, figure the rest out

Drug Discovery: quickly identify toxic vs useful drugs

Architecture Search: quickly figure out which hyperparameters to avoid

And many others…
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https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Prototypical-Networks-for-Few-shot-Learning-Snell-Swersky/c269858a7bb34e8350f2442ccf37797856ae9bca
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Towards-One-Shot-Learning-by-imitation-for-humanoid-Wu-Demiris/8af6b3faa5cd44a7b087bf9a827d186d8f4d2b08
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/A-Meta-Learning-Perspective-on-Cold-Start-for-Items-Vartak-Thiagarajan/07570594ec7c5f4553af772113a40cc39240e969
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Few-Shot-Learning-with-Graph-Neural-Networks-Satorras-Bruna/572a1f77306e160c3893299c18f3ed862fb5f6d9
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscentsci.6b00367
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/SMASH%3A-One-Shot-Model-Architecture-Search-through-Brock-Lim/e56b10f7cd4bf037beac84da5925dc4544fab974


Related Ideas: Supervised Learning
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Related Ideas: Semi-Supervised Learning
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Related Ideas: (traditional) Few-shot learning
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Related Ideas: (modern) Few-shot learning
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Optional

If not zero-shot

Task is to identify the ….
Task is to decide if ….

Task description



● Learning for Low-resource Languages
○ ACL 2022 Tutorial on Learning with Limited Text-Data (link)

○ Our tutorial is primarily focused on English

What we will cover
not
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● Methods for Learning with Limited Data
○ Active Learning, Human-in-the-Loop ML
○ Semi-supervised Learning, Co-training
○ Distant/Weak Supervision, Data Augmentation
○ Transfer learning, Domain adaptation (will touch on this)
○ Learning with Imbalanced classes

https://github.com/diyiy/ACL2022_Limited_Data_Learning_Tutorial


What we will cover

● Model Architectures customized for few-shot learning
○ Mostly used in computer vision for few-shot classification
○ Prototypical Networks
○ Siamese and Matching Networks

● Multiple modalities
○ Lot of relevant work in computer vision and robotics
○ In particular, how tasks can be described using text

● Few-shot Generation Tasks, specifically
○ Ideas may work for generation, but not designed for it

● Comprehensive coverage of the related work
○ This is an introduction to the concepts, not a survey
○ E.g. we might mention one meta-learning approach, rather than all of them

not
22

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Prototypical-Networks-for-Few-shot-Learning-Snell-Swersky/c269858a7bb34e8350f2442ccf37797856ae9bca
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Siamese-Neural-Networks-for-One-Shot-Image-Koch/f216444d4f2959b4520c61d20003fa30a199670a
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Matching-Networks-for-One-Shot-Learning-Vinyals-Blundell/be1bb4e4aa1fcf70281b4bd24d8cd31c04864bb6


Not N-way-K-shot Classification

For the most part, we will use K for total labeled examples
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Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

…

Class N
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Instance 1

Instance 1
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Instance 2
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Instance 3
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Instance 3

Instance 3

…

…

…

…

Instance K

Instance K

Instance K

Instance K

… … … …

Often tough in NLP
● Imbalanced classes

○ Can’t control distribution
● Open ended classes

○ E.g. topics
● Select from a context

○ E.g. QA
● Text generation

○ E.g. summarization
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Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning
(Learning w/o gradient updates)

26

Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


In this section…

● Language Model Prompting & In-context learning (GPT-3 style)
● Improving in-context learning

○ Better calibration
○ Better scoring of model outputs
○ Better choice of demonstrations
○ Better ordering of demonstrations

● Understanding in-context learning
● Takeaways
● Caveat

○ All methods here use no gradient updates (Section 3 for gradient based methods)
○ All methods here use the language model as it is
○ Section 6 for meta-training or instruction learning

27



LM Prompting

A three-hour cinema master class. 
positive

negative

28



LM Prompting

LM Head

Po
si
ti
ve

Ne
ga
ti
ve

Language Model
[CLS] A three-hour cinema master class. It was

Perform the task without finetuning?

(Finetuned)

29



LM Prompting

Language Model
A three-hour cinema master class. It was

P1 = P(It was great! | A three-hour cinema master class.)
P2 = P(It was terrible! | A three-hour cinema master class.)

P1>P2 “positive”
P1<P2 “negative”

Brown et al. 2020. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”

______
great

terrible
(Frozen)

30

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


In-context Learning (GPT3; Brown et al., 2020)

An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work. It was great!

A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales. It was terrible!
Input: An effortlessly accomplished 
and richly resonant work.
Label: positive

Input: A mostly tired retread of 
several other mob tales.
Label: negative

Movie review dataset

A three-hour cinema master class. It was _________

P1 = P(It was great!     | 1st train input+output \n 2nd train input+output \n A three-hour cinema master class.)

P2 = P(It was terrible! | 1st train input+output \n 2nd train input+output \n A three-hour cinema master class.)

Language Model

P1>P2 “positive”
P1<P2 “negative”

31



In-context learning results

Brown et al. 2020. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”

32



In-context learning results

Brown et al. 2020. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


In-context learning results

Brown et al. 2020. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


In-context learning results

Brown et al. 2020. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


In-context learning results

Brown et al. 2020. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”
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In-context learning results

Brown et al. 2020. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


Terminologies
38



An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work. It was great!

A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.            It was terrible!

A three-hour cinema master class. It was _______!

Terminologies
Input to the LM

Prompt: A conditioning text coming before the test input

Demonstrations: A special instance of prompt which is a concatenation of the k-shot training 
data (in in-context learning, prompt==demonstrations)

(In Section 3, prompt can be a series of vectors)
(In the later section, prompt can be a description about the task)

39



An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work. It was great!

A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.            It was terrible!

A three-hour cinema master class. It was _______!

Terminologies
Input to the LM

Prompt: A conditioning text coming before the test input

Demonstrations: A special instance of prompt which is a concatenation of the k-shot training 
data (in in-context learning, prompt==demonstrations)

Pattern: A function that maps an input to the text (a.k.a. template)

Verbalizer: A function that maps a label to the text (a.k.a. label words)

40



An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work. It was great!
A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.            It was terrible!
A three-hour cinema master class. It was great!

Examples of patterns/verbalizers

Pattern: f(<x>) = <x>
Verbalizer: v(“positive”) = “It was great!”, f(“negative”) = “It was terrible!”

Review: An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work. Sentiment: positive
Review: A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.            Sentiment: negative
Review: A three-hour cinema master class. Sentiment: positive

Pattern: f(<x>) = “Review: <x>”
Verbalizer: v(<x>) = “Sentiment: <x>”

41



● There are many different possible patterns/verbalizers even for the same task.

● In practice, it is better to use patterns/verbalizers that makes the sequence closer 
to language modeling, i.e. closer to the text that the model might have seen during 
pretraining.

● It turns out there is huge variance in performance based on the choice of 
patterns/verbalizers (more in the next slide).

● You should not choose patterns/verbalizers based on the test data.

Notes on patterns/verbalizers
42



Review
Test data: Train data: Pattern: Verbalizer:

Zero-shot prompting:

In-context learning:

Zero-shot prompting:

In-context learning:

For simplicity, from now on…

43



Variance

Zhao et al. 2021. “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models”

Across different training sets and 
permutations

Across different training sets and 
patterns/verbalizers

44

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.09690


Variance

Zhao et al. 2021. “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models”

45

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.09690


Calibrate Before Use

Zhao et al. 2021. “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models”

● Platt Scaling:

46

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.09690


Calibrate Before Use

Zhao et al. 2021. “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models”

●
● For zero- or few-shot, we don’t have data to learn W and b
● Data-free procedure to infer a good setting:

○ The model’s bias toward certain answers can be estimated by feeding 
in a content-free input

○ We can set W and b so that outputs for the content-free input are 
uniform

● Platt Scaling:

47

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.09690


Calibrate Before Use

Zhao et al. 2021. “Calibrate Before Use: Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language Models”

Input: Subpar acting. Sentiment: Negative
Input: Beautiful film. Sentiment: Positive
Input: N/A Sentiment: ________

Input: Subpar acting. Sentiment: Negative
Input: Beautiful film. Sentiment: Positive
Input: A master class.Sentiment: ________

48

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.09690


Surface Form Competition

Holtzman et al 2021. "Surface Form Competition: Why the Highest Probability Answer Isn't Always Right"

A three-hour cinema master class. It was _________

greatLanguage Model

49

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08315


Surface Form Competition

A three-hour cinema master class. It was _________

great
awesome
excellent
fantastic
perfect
terrific
wonderful
exceptional

Language Model

50

Holtzman et al 2021. "Surface Form Competition: Why the Highest Probability Answer Isn't Always Right"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08315


Domain Conditional PMI

Unconditional probability is poorly calibrated!

We use “patterns”,
e.g., “Movie:”, “Review:”

How much “more” likely y is

51

Holtzman et al 2021. "Surface Form Competition: Why the Highest Probability Answer Isn't Always Right"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08315


Noisy Channel

Min et al. 2022. "Noisy Channel Language Model Prompting for Few-Shot Text Classification"

Better calibration, More robust to distribution shift
                                                 (between LM pretraining & prompting)

P(“A three-hour cinema master class.” | “It was great”)
P(“A three-hour cinema master class.” | “It was terrible”)

P(“It was great” | “A three-hour cinema master class.”)
P(“It was terrible” | “A three-hour cinema master class.”)

52

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.04106


Noisy Channel
(Original conditional prob) (+ calibration)

53

Min et al. 2022. "Noisy Channel Language Model Prompting for Few-Shot Text Classification"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.04106


How to choose the best k examples?

Assumption: you already have the labeled data that is large enough

The master of disaster.

The film is a masterpiece.
One of the worst movies of the year 

Liu et al. 2021. What Makes Good In-Context Examples for GPT-3?
Rubin et al. 2021. “Learning To Retrieve Prompts for In-Context Learning”

A three-hour master class.

The film is a masterpiece. It was great.
The master of disaster. It was terrible.
A three-hour master class. It was _______.

LM great

Use either an existing encoder 
(RoBERTa) or learned retrieval
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.06804
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.08633


How to order k examples?

Lu et al. 2022. “Fantastically Ordered Prompts and Where to Find Them: Overcoming Few-Shot Prompt Order Sensitivity”

Review: A mostly tired retread 
of several other mob tales.
Sentiment: negative

Review: The film is the 
masterpiece.
Sentiment: negative

Review: One of the worst 
movies of the year.
Sentiment: negative

…

Language 
Model

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

…

55

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08786


How to order k examples?
56

Lu et al. 2022. “Fantastically Ordered Prompts and Where to Find Them: Overcoming Few-Shot Prompt Order Sensitivity”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08786


How to order k examples?

Step 1: Generate 
unlabeled dev set

Step 2: Score each permutation 
based on unlabeled dev set

Step 3: Choose the best 
permutation!

57

Lu et al. 2022. “Fantastically Ordered Prompts and Where to Find Them: Overcoming Few-Shot Prompt Order Sensitivity”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08786


Unlabeled dev set

How to order k examples?

Language 
Model…

Review: the ending is … 

Review: nice movie

Review: features multiple endings

Review: the greatest musicians
…

x1

x2

x3

xk!

Step 1: Generate 
unlabeled dev set

Step 2: Score each permutation 
based on unlabeled dev set

Step 3: Choose the best 
permutation!
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Lu et al. 2022. “Fantastically Ordered Prompts and Where to Find Them: Overcoming Few-Shot Prompt Order Sensitivity”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08786


How to order k examples?
1. GlobalE

…

x1

x2

x3

xk!

Language 
Model

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Intuition: model prediction over k! examples should be evenly distributed

: Portion of examples
  whose prediction is v

59

Lu et al. 2022. “Fantastically Ordered Prompts and Where to Find Them: Overcoming Few-Shot Prompt Order Sensitivity”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08786


How to order k examples?

Language 
Model

2. LocalE

…

x1

x2

x3

xk!

Intuition: model output shouldn’t be overly confident

Output entropy

Output entropy

Sum over them

…
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Lu et al. 2022. “Fantastically Ordered Prompts and Where to Find Them: Overcoming Few-Shot Prompt Order Sensitivity”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08786


Review

● LM prompting & In-context learning show promising results, but their 
performance is highly unstable/brittle

● Better scoring
○ Calibration
○ Domain Conditional PMI
○ Noisy Channel
○ (All for both zero-shot & in-context learning)

● Better formation of demonstrations
○ Better choice of demonstrative examples
○ Better ordering of demonstrative examples
○ (For in-context learning)
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True Few-Shot Learning (Perez et al., 2021)

“We are unconsciously cheating on the data, and few-shot 
performance is overestimated”

● Use of large development data
● Choice of patterns and verbalizers
● Choice of various hyperparameters

Perez et al 2021. "True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models"

→ Later we will discuss more about evaluation (Part 5)!
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.11447


Transition: How/Why in-context learning works?

Language ModelAny arbitrary task

A few-shot learner
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Transition: How/Why in-context learning works?

Language ModelAny arbitrary task

A few-shot learner
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How/Why in-context learning works?

● Demonstrations do not teach a new task; instead, it is about locating an 
already-learned task during pretraining (Reynolds & McDonell, 2021)

● LMs do not exactly understand the meaning of their prompt (Webson & Pavlick, 2021)
● Demonstrations are about providing a latent concept so that LM generates coherent 

next tokens (Xie et al. 2022)
● In-context learning performance is highly correlated with term frequencies during 

pretraining (Razeghi et al. 2022)
● LMs do not need input-label mapping in demonstrations, instead, it uses the 

specification of the input & label distribution separately (Min et al. 2022)
● Data properties lead to the emergence of few-shot learning (burstiness, 

long-tailedness, many-to-one or one-to-many mappings, a Zipfian distribution) (Chan 
et al. 2022)
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How/Why in-context learning works?

● Demonstrations do not teach a new task; instead, it is about locating an 
already-learned task during pretraining (Reynolds & McDonell, 2021)

● LMs do not exactly understand the meaning of their prompt (Webson & Pavlick, 2021)
● Demonstrations are about providing a latent concept so that LM generates coherent 

next tokens (Xie et al. 2022)
● In-context learning performance is highly correlated with term frequencies during 

pretraining (Razeghi et al. 2022)
● LMs do not need input-label mapping in demonstrations, instead, it uses the 

specification of the input & label distribution separately (Min et al. 2022)
● Data properties lead to the emergence of few-shot learning (burstiness, 

long-tailedness, many-to-one or one-to-many mappings, a Zipfian distribution) (Chan 
et al. 2022)
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Impact of Pretraining Term Frequencies

Razeghi et al. 2022. "Impact of Pretraining Term Frequencies on Few-Shot Reasoning"

● For each task, identify relevant terms from each instance—numbers and units
● Count co-occurrences of these terms in the pretraining data (term pairs or triples within a 

fixed window)

In-context learning performance is highly correlated with
term frequencies during pretraining

67

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.07206


Impact of Pretraining Term Frequencies

Razeghi et al. 2022. "Impact of Pretraining Term Frequencies on Few-Shot Reasoning"

In-context learning performance is highly correlated with
term frequencies during pretraining
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.07206


Impact of Pretraining Term Frequencies

Razeghi et al. 2022. "Impact of Pretraining Term Frequencies on Few-Shot Reasoning"

In-context learning performance is highly correlated with
term frequencies during pretraining

Puts a question on how much LMs actually reason to solve numerical task
Overlooking the impact pretraining data can be misleading in evaluation!
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.07206


Impact of input-label mapping

Min et al. 2022. "Rethinking the Role of Demonstrations: What Makes In-Context Learning Work?"

Input: An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work.
Label: positive
Input: A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.
Label: negative
Input: A three-hour master class.
Label: ________

Language 
Model

Input: An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work.
Label: negative
Input: A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.
Label: positive
Input: A three-hour master class.
Label: ________

Language 
Model

In-context learning does not necessitate correct input-label mapping

70

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837


Impact of input-label mapping
In-context learning does not necessitate correct input-label mapping
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Min et al. 2022. "Rethinking the Role of Demonstrations: What Makes In-Context Learning Work?"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837


Impact of input-label mapping
In-context learning does not necessitate correct input-label mapping

Input: An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work.
Label: positive
Input: A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.
Label: negative
Input: A three-hour master class.
Label: ________

Language 
Model

72
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Impact of input-label mapping
In-context learning does not necessitate correct input-label mapping

Input: Colour-printed lithograph. Very good condition.
Label: positive
Input: Many accompanying marketing … meaning.
Label: negative
Input: A three-hour master class.
Label: ________

Language 
Model

Removing correct input distribution 
significantly drops performance
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Impact of input-label mapping
In-context learning does not necessitate correct input-label mapping

Input: An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work.
Label: Unanimity
Input: A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales.
Label: Wave
Input: A three-hour master class.
Label: ________

Language 
Model

Removing correct input distribution 
significantly drops performance

Removing correct label space 
significantly drops performance

Input and label distributions matter independently
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Summary & Open questions

● In-context learning has been a promising few-shot learning approach
○ No need for gradient updates → Much easier to use large models!                  

(Even compared to parameter-efficient tuning covered in Section 3)
● Better calibration, better scoring of model outputs, better formation of demonstrations 

lead to great improvements
○ How to make it less sensitive?
○ It increases inference cost – how to make it efficient?
○ How to scale it (longer context, more training examples, wider range of tasks)?

● Need to be cautious in evaluation
● Still in progress on understanding how/why it works, with papers showing that 

in-context learning is about task location rather than learning a new task
○ Can we predict whether in-context learning would work on a given task or not?
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Future Work and Open Questions

Better in-context-learning

● Make it less sensitive to the order of training examples or patterns/verbalizers?

● It increases inference cost – how to make it efficient?

● How to scale it (longer context, more training examples)?

Better understanding

● Can we better understand how and why it works?

● Can we predict whether in-context learning would work on a given task or not?
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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation
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Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


In this section…

We cover few-shot learning approaches that use gradient information.

- Methods that finetune all of the model weights:
- Traditional finetuning, prompt-based finetuning, and PET
- Sensitivity analysis

- Parameter-efficient finetuning methods:
- Input only: prompt search, prompt tuning
- Internal updates: BitFit, Adapter, Compacter, LoRa, (IA)3
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Full Finetuning 
Approaches
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Traditional finetuning

Input

Embeddings

Language 
Model

Classification 
Head

[CLS] A three-hour cinema master class. 
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Devlin et al., 2018. “BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04805


Dodge et al., 2020. "Fine-Tuning Pretrained Language Models: Weight Initializations, Data Orders, and Early Stopping"
Mosbach et al., 2020. "On the Stability of Fine-tuning BERT: Misconceptions, Explanations, and Strong Baselines”

Zhang et al., 2020. “Revisiting Few-sample BERT Fine-tuning”

Traditional finetuning

Input

Embeddings

Language 
Model

Classification 
Head

[CLS] A three-hour cinema master class. 
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ve
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ve

Default finetuning recommendations are 
unstable in few-shot settings.

Stability can be improved by:
- Using smaller learning rates
- Training for more iterations
- Re-including debiasing terms in 

ADAM optimizer

However finetuning still underperforms 
other methods.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.06305
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.04884
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.05987


Prompt-based finetuning

Combine prompting with finetuning.
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Prompt-based finetuning

Input

Embeddings

Language 
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Head

[CLS] A three-hour cinema master class. 
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Instead of this…
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Combine prompting with finetuning.



Prompt-based finetuning

Input
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LM Head

[CLS] A … master class. It was [MASK]
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…do this
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Combine prompting with finetuning.



Combine prompting with finetuning.

Prompt-based finetuning

Input
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LM Head

[CLS] A … master class. It was [MASK]
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…do this
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T5 (enc-dec):
Roberts et al., 2019

PET (mlm): 
Schick and Schutze, 2020a
Schick and Schutze, 2020b

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10683
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.07676
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.07118


Prompt-based finetuning

Loss objectives for masked language models:

- PET (Schick and Schütze, 2020) uses cross-entropy over the set of label 
tokens.

- ADAPET (Tam et al., 2021) uses binary cross entropy of the LM probabilities.

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "Exploiting Cloze Questions for Few Shot Text Classification and Natural Language Inference"
Tam et al., 2021. “Improving and Simplifying Pattern Exploiting Training”
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Combine prompting with finetuning.

Prompt-based finetuning

Input

Embeddings

Language 
Model

LM Head

[CLS] A … master class. It was [MASK]
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What about multiple 
token verbalizers?
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Prompt-based finetuning

How to address multi-token verbalizers for masked language models:
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Prompt-based finetuning

How to address multi-token verbalizers for masked language models:

1. Don’t use them.
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Prompt-based finetuning

How to address multi-token verbalizers for masked language models:

1. Don’t use them.
2. Hinge loss (training) + Autoregressive decoding (inference)

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "It’s Not Just Size That Matters: Small Language Models Are Also Few-Shot Learners"
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.07118


Prompt-based finetuning

How to address multi-token verbalizers for masked language models:

1. Don’t use them.
2. Hinge loss (training) + Autoregressive decoding (inference)
3. Label conditioning, i.e., noisy channel approach

Tam et al., 2021. “Improving and Simplifying Pattern Exploiting Training”
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Prompt-based finetuning

How to address multi-token verbalizers for masked language models:

1. Don’t use them.
2. Hinge loss (training) + Autoregressive decoding (inference)
3. Label conditioning, i.e., noisy channel approach

Tam et al., 2021. “Improving and Simplifying Pattern Exploiting Training”
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Performance heavily 
dependent on masking 
rate, which is hard to 
determine in “true” few 
shot settings.

- Perez et al., 2021

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11955
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.11447


Prompt-based finetuning vs. traditional finetuning

Prompt-based finetuning has higher few-shot accuracy than traditional finetuning.

- “On average, prompting is worth 100s of data points” Le Scao and Rush, 2021

- Up to 30% absolute improvement in accuracy on few-shot classification tasks 
Gao et al., 2020

- Outperforms traditional finetuning on 14 / 18 tasks. Logan et al., 2021

94

We can make 
prompt-based 

finetuning even 
better!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.08493
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.15723
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13353


Pattern exploiting training (PET)

1. Train an ensemble of classifiers 
using prompt-based finetuning in 
few-shot setting.

2. Collect weak labels for a pool of 
unlabeled data.

3. Use to train final classifier w/ 
traditional finetuning.

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "Exploiting Cloze Questions for Few Shot Text Classification and Natural Language Inference"
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.07676


Pattern exploiting training (PET)

Iterative PET (iPET)

Train several generations of PET 
models on datasets of increasing size.

- Use output of other models to 
obtain labels.

- Select examples:
- That models are more confident on.
- That maintain label balance.

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "Exploiting Cloze Questions for Few Shot Text Classification and Natural Language Inference"
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.07676


- PET outperforms GPT-3 while 
using 1000x less parameters.

- Distillation approach consistently 
improves prompt-based 
finetuning.

PET - Results

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "It’s Not Just Size That Matters: Small Language Models Are Also Few-Shot Learners"
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.07118


Sensitivity to prompt

“Null” prompts that  just concatenate inputs with a mask token often perform 
competitively with manually written prompts. Logan et al., 2021

There is often no statistically significant difference in accuracy between 
“instructive” and “irrelevant”/“misleading” prompts. Webson and Pavlick, 2021
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Webson and Pavlick, 2021. "Do Prompt-Based Models Really Understand the Meaning of Their Prompts?"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13353
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01247
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01247


Sensitivity to prompt

“Null” prompts that  just concatenate inputs with a mask token often perform 
competitively with manually written prompts. Logan et al., 2021

There is often no statistically significant difference in accuracy between 
“instructive” and “irrelevant”/“misleading” prompts. Webson and Pavlick, 2021

Task-related prompts typically rank higher than null and generic prompts in terms of 
average accuracy. Schick and Schütze, 2021
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13353
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01247
https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.13440


Sensitivity to Verbalizer

Replacing verbalizers with random tokens from the vocabulary and flipping 
verbalizers can substantially decrease performance.

100

Le Scao and Rush, 2021. "How Many Data Points is a Prompt Worth?"

Webson and Pavlick, 2021. "Do Prompt-Based Models Really Understand the Meaning of Their Prompts?"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.08493
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01247


Summary of prompt-based finetuning

Prompt-based finetuning methods are competitive with or outperform in-context 
learning in few-shot settings, especially PET.

However, there are some tradeoffs

Model Size Task-Specific 
Parameters

In-Context 
Learning

10B - 100B Effectively None

Prompt-Based 
Finetuning

100M - 1B All
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Summary of prompt-based finetuning

Prompt-based finetuning methods are competitive with or outperform in-context 
learning in few-shot settings, especially PET.

However, there are some tradeoffs

Model Size Task-Specific 
Parameters

In-Context 
Learning

10B - 100B Effectively None

Prompt-Based 
Finetuning

100M - 1B All
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Parameter-Efficient 
Finetuning

103



Parameter-Efficient Finetuning

Model Size Task-Specific 
Parameters

In-Context 
Learning

10B - 100B Effectively None

Prompt-Based 
Finetuning

100M - 1B All

Parameter-Eff.
Finetuning

100M - 1B <1% of model 
parameters
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Parameter-Efficient Finetuning

Model Size Task-Specific 
Parameters

In-Context 
Learning

10B - 100B Effectively None

Prompt-Based 
Finetuning

100M - 1B All

Parameter-Eff.
Finetuning

100M - 1B <1% of model 
parameters

105

Methods described in order of increasing competitiveness with prompt-based 
finetuning.



Input-level modifications
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Two types:

1. Prompt search methods try to 
learn the tokens in the prompt.
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Input-level modifications

Two types:

1. Prompt search methods try to 
learn the tokens in the prompt.

2. Prompt tuning methods 
introduce novel embeddings that 
are learned using gradient 
descent.
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AutoPrompt: Iteratively updates tokens in the pattern using a gradient-guided 
search. (Shin et al. 2020)

Prompt Search Methods
108

Shin et al. 2020. "AutoPrompt: Eliciting Knowledge from Language Models with Automatically Generated Prompts"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.15980
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.15980


AutoPrompt: Iteratively updates tokens in the pattern using a gradient-guided 
search. (Shin et al. 2020)

LM-BFF: Uses T5’s span filling capabilities to decode patterns all-at-once.

(Gao et al. 2020)

Prompt Search Methods
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.15980
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.15723


AutoPrompt: Iteratively updates tokens in the pattern using a gradient-guided 
search. (Shin et al. 2020)

LM-BFF: Uses T5’s span filling capabilities to decode patterns all-at-once. (Gao et 

al. 2020)

Performance-wise, AutoPrompt has been shown to significantly underperform 
relative to prompt-based finetuning. (Logan et al., 2021)

Prompt Search Methods
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.15980
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.15723
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.15723
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13353


AutoPrompt: Iteratively updates tokens in the pattern using a gradient-guided 
search. (Shin et al. 2020)

LM-BFF: Uses T5’s span filling capabilities to decode patterns all-at-once. (Gao et 

al. 2020)

Performance-wise, AutoPrompt has been shown to significantly underperform 
relative to prompt-based finetuning. (Logan et al., 2021)

LM-BFF results only show that generated prompts are competitive with 
manually written prompts in prompt-based finetuning setting.

Prompt Search Methods
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Learn embeddings for placeholder 
tokens in the pattern.

Aliases:
- WARP (Hambardzumyan et al., 2021)

- OptiPrompt (Zhong et al., 2021)

- Prompt Tuning (Lester et al., 2021)

- P-Tuning* (Liu et al., 2021)

*Encodes embeddings with an LSTM before 
feeding to model. Input

Embeddings

Language 
Model

LM Head

[EMBED] [CLS] A … master class. [MASK]
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Prompt Tuning
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.10385


Learn embeddings for placeholder 
tokens in the pattern.

Aliases:
- WARP (Hambardzumyan et al., 2021)

- OptiPrompt (Zhong et al., 2021)

- Prompt Tuning (Lester et al., 2021)

- P-Tuning* (Liu et al., 2021)

*Encodes embeddings with an LSTM before 
feeding to model. Input

Embeddings

Language 
Model

LM Head
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Prompt Tuning
113

Better to initialize from vocab than 
randomly.

- Hambardzumyan et al., 2021, Lester et al., 2021

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00121
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.05240
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08691
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.10385
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00121
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08691


While prompt tuning can be competitive with full model tuning in full data settings, 
results are mixed in few-shot settings.

- Hambardzumyan et al. (2021) find prompt tuning performs between PET and 
iPET on CB and RTE, when initialized from manually written prompts.

- Logan et al. (2021) and Liu et al. (2022) find that prompt tuning consistently 
performs worse than full finetuning methods on 20 classification tasks, with up 
to ~30% drops in absolute accuracy.
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Prompt Tuning

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00121
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13353
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05638


While prompt tuning can be competitive with full model tuning in full data settings, 
results are mixed in few-shot settings.

- Hambardzumyan et al. (2021) find prompt tuning performs between PET and 
iPET on CB and RTE, when initialized from manually written prompts.

- Logan et al. (2021) and Liu et al. (2022) find that prompt tuning consistently 
performs worse than full finetuning methods on 20 classification tasks, with up 
to ~30% drops in absolute accuracy.
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Prompt Tuning

Stay tuned for PPT 
in meta-training 

section!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00121
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13353
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05638


Summary of input-level modifications

Pattern LM

Few-Shot 
Experiments
(Prompt Only)

Few-Shot Experiments
(Full Finetuning)

AutoPrompt Discrete *BERT ✔ ✘

LM-BFF Discrete *BERT ✘ ✔

WARP Continuous *BERT ✔ ✘

P-Tuning Continuous GPT-2 / *BERT ✘ ✔

OptiPrompt Continuous *BERT ✘ ✘

Prompt Tuning Continuous T5 ✘ ✘
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Prefix Tuning / Soft Prompts
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Idea: Learn contextualized 
embeddings as well as input 
embeddings.

Prefix Tuning does this using 
projection matrices.

Soft Prompts does this using additive 
perturbations.

Li and Liang, 2021. “Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation”
Qin and Eisner, 2021. “Learning How to Ask: Querying LMs with Mixtures of Soft Prompts”
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Prefix Tuning / Soft Prompts

Li and Liang, 2021. “Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation”
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00190


Prefix Tuning / Soft Prompts

Li and Liang, 2021. “Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation”
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Meta-Training

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.00190


BitFit

BitFit tunes only the bias terms in self-attention and MLP layers.

Ben Zaken et al., 2021. “BitFit: Simple Parameter-efficient Fine-tuning for Transformer-based Masked Language-models”

120

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.10199


BitFit

BitFit tunes only the bias terms in self-attention and MLP layers.

Logan et al. (2021) and Mahabadi et al. (2022) find that prompt-based finetuning 
with BitFit performs on-par with or better than full prompt-based finetuning on 
few-shot tasks.

Ben Zaken et al., 2021. “BitFit: Simple Parameter-efficient Fine-tuning for Transformer-based Masked Language-models”
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.13353
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.01172
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.10199


Adapters

Houlsby et al., 2019. “Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning for NLP”

Add MLP + skip connection after each 
feedforward layer.

MLP projects to a low dimensional 
space to reduce parameters.

Tune only the MLP layers on new 
tasks.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.00751


Compacter

Compacter layers modify Adapter layers to use low-rank parameterized 
hypercomplex multiplication (i.e., parameter efficient W’s).

Mahabadi et al., 2021. "COMPACTER: Efficient Low-Rank Hypercomplex Adapter Layers"
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04647


Compacter

Compacter layers modify Adapter layers to use low-rank parameterized 
hypercomplex multiplication (i.e., parameter efficient W’s).
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Mahabadi et al., 2021. "COMPACTER: Efficient Low-Rank Hypercomplex Adapter Layers"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04647


LoRa

Hu et al., 2021. "LoRA: Low-Rank Adaptation of Large Language Models"

Low rank additive updates to model 
weights.

W = W0 + AB

Where the rank of A and B << min(d,h)

125

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.09685


Towards a Unified View of Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning

Approaches are more similar than at first glance.

He et al., 2022. "Towards a Unified View of Parameter-Efficient Transfer Learning"
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.04366


(IA)3
Infused Adapter by Inhibiting and Amplifying Inner Activations

A new form of parameter-efficient fine-tuning. A good param efficient finetuning 
method should have the following properties:

Add/update as few params as possible
Strong performance after few-shot training on new tasks
Allow use for mixed-task batches

Ideally shouldn't modify the model
Instead directly modify the activations
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Liu et al., 2022. "Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05638


(IA)3

Element-wise rescaling of model activations with a learned vector:

keys and values in self-attention
Keys and values in encoder-decoder attention 
Intermediate activation of the position-wise 

feed-forward networks

Mixed-task batches are possible because each sequence of activations in the batch 
can be separately and cheaply multiplied by its associated learned task vector.
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Liu et al., 2022. "Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05638


Comparison of Parameter Efficient Finetuning Methods
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Liu et al., 2022. "Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05638


Comparison of Parameter Efficient Finetuning Methods
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Liu et al., 2022. "Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning"

(IA)3 outperforms

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05638


Comparison of Parameter Efficient Finetuning Methods
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Liu et al., 2022. "Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning"

Can be further improved 
using meta-training.

Watch out for T-Few in the 
second half of the tutorial!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05638


● Prompt-based finetuning much better than traditional approach
○ Can be further improved with unlabeled data using PET
○ Sensitive to choice of label tokens, somewhat to prompt

● More accurate than in-context learning with much smaller models
○ ‘Nuff said

● Parameter-efficient alternatives can increase accuracy
○ Seems to rely on altering model’s internals, even if only bias terms
○ Input-level methods relatively less effective

Summary of gradient-based LM task adaptation
132



Open questions & future work

● How should prompts affect prompt-based finetuning?
○ How can we make the effect of good prompts larger?

○ Alternatively, should unrelated/nonsensical prompts perform worse?

● Can discrete prompt search methods (e.g., AutoPrompt and LM-BFF) find good 

initializations prompt tuning?

● Most existing work focuses on classification, do results still hold on generation 

tasks?

● Can we improve efficiency even further?
○ DistilBERT-sized models for few-shot learning?
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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Questions?
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Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


Break
Come back at 16:30 Irish Time
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Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial
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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Part 4: Other methods for defining a task
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Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


So far..
139

Language 
Model

An effortlessly accomplished and richly resonant work. It was great!

A mostly tired retread of several other mob tales. It was terrible!

A three-hour cinema master class. It was _________ (great/terrible)Prompting:

In-Context Learning:

Task information mostly from examples, 
a little bit from prompt

More 
examples

Lightweight 
Adaptations



The Turking Test

Instead of example, give them “instructions”

Turking Tasks: annotate NewsQA

● given annotation guidelines

Listing Nouns: from a given sentence

Retrieve an Element by Index

● nth word or character in a sentence

Performed 
really bad!

140

Efrat & Levy ArXiV 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.11982


ZEroShot  learning  from Task descriptions

Instead of instructions, use QA

100 information seeking tasks

141

  "What camp zones are in this national park?"
  "Does this national park have stores that sell firewood?"
  "Does this national park have a gift shop selling handmade items?"
  "Where are bird watching spots near a lake in this national park?"
  "What are the popular activities to do in the rivers at this national park?"
  "Is spelunking at this national park allowed?"
  "Can you boat and grill at this national park?"
  "How many people can fit in group campsites in this national park?"
  "How long is the cave in this national park?"
  "Could you mention the camp zones in this national park?"
  "How many plants living inside this national park are endangered?"

  "What places to eat are there at this national park and what hours are 
they open?"

  "In which state was this president raised?"
  "Was this president born in the midwest?"
  "Was this president a democrat who increased the budget deficit?"
  "Is this president in favor of abortion?"
  "Where was the mother of this president born?"
  "Where were the places that this president and his wife were born?"
  "What college degree(s) did this president have?"
  "Who did this president appoint as surgeon general?"

  "What colors is the tail of this dog breed?"
  "What do you need to do to groom this dog breed?"
  "What unique features of this dog breed make them prone to disease or 
injury?"
  "Is this dog breed named after a person?"
  "What is the higher end of the typical litter size of this dog breed?"
  "What diets are recommended to feed this dog breed?"
  "Are white coats an approved color for the standards of this dog breed?"
  "What wars has this dog breed been used in, were they used as 
trackers, and which country used them?"
  "Is it healthy for this dog breed to have a tongue be one solid color?"
  "Does this dog breed get along well with other dogs?"

Weller et al EMNLP 2020 (note, there are 2 ZESTs at that conference)

No examples at test-time 
(Zero-shot!)

Train it on some, test on others

https://aclanthology.org/2020.emnlp-main.105/


Natural Instructions (v1)

Give detailed human-readable instructions (that contain examples)
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Mishra et al ACL 2022

https://instructions.apps.allenai.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08773


Natural Instructions (v1)

Structured Schema for Instructions

Title, Definition, Emphasis/Caution, 
Things to avoid, +/- examples, prompt
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Mishra et al ACL 2022

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08773


Need to train

Instructions gathered for 61 tasks

- split into seen and unseen
- Not zero-shot
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Mishra et al ACL 2022

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08773


Concurrent work: T0 and FLAN

FLAN; Wei et al ICLR 2022

● Hold out one group at a time
● 10 prompts per task
● Very large model (137B)
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T0; Sanh et al ICLR 2022

● Hold out 5 groups (23 datasets)
● More diversity, 12 prompts per task 
● Much smaller model (11B)

● Apply this idea to many more tasks in NLP
● Introduced notion of task categories, a task is a group of datasets
● Unseen datasets should belong to the same task, i.e. never see any NLI
● Multiple prompts for each task/dataset

We’ll hear a lot more about them by Arman in Section 6

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01652
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.08207


Example of Instructions (from FLAN)
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Wei et al ICLR 2022

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.01652.pdf


PromptSource (and P3)

P3: Public Pool of Prompts, now 2085 prompts on 183 datasets
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https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/promptsource
https://huggingface.co/datasets/bigscience/P3

https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/promptsource
https://huggingface.co/datasets/bigscience/P3


Natural Instructions (v2)

● 1616 tasks across 76 task types 
● Simplified schema
● Many languages: 576 non-English
● More domains and reasoning types
● https://instructions.apps.allenai.org/
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More tasks help
Larger models help

More instances don’t really help

Wang et al ArXiV 2022

https://instructions.apps.allenai.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.07705


Summary of Training with Instructions
149

Name Variety of Task 
Types

Number of Tasks Instructions per Task Held out Tasks

Turking 3 types + synthetic 3 tasks 1 per task All of them

ZEST Machine 
comprehension

100 tasks
3 domains

1 per task, but with 
perturbations

40 tasks at random

Natural Instructions 6 types
(all related to MR)

61 tasks 1 per task Multiple setups:
Max 12 tasks 

FLAN * 12 types 62 tasks 10 per task 5-10 tasks / 
1 type

T0 * 13 types 62 tasks
(now 176)

11-12 per task
(now 2052)

23 tasks
 / 5 types

Natural Instructions (v2) 76 types 1616 tasks 1 per task 154 tasks
/ 12 types

* More details later!



Some related directions

InstructGPT: Ouyang et al 2021

● Train with instructions, more annotations
● additional losses on the output using RL

Learning from Explanations
● Free text explanations: Camburu et al NeurIPS 18

● Formalization: Hase & Bansal ACL LNLS 2022

● Chain-of-thought prompting [next]

Other modalities
● Robots with instructions e.g. Zhao et al EACL 2021

● Vision tasks as VQA e.g. Gupta et al CVPR 2022
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.02155
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/8163-e-snli-natural-language-inference-with-natural-language-explanations
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.02201
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.10504
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.00743


Chain of Thought Prompting

Give more “instructions” specific to the instance, only in-context learning
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Wei et al ArXiV 2022

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.11903


● Alternate form of supervision
○ Not just input/output examples
○ Not just a “format” of the task 

● Often useful with finetuning and multi-tasking
○ For new, unseen task, they are able to do better

● Can encompass both Zero and Few shot learning
○ Are you putting examples in the instructions or not?

● Scalability of gathering instructions is a concern
○ P3 and Natural Instructions (v2) are useful in addressing this

● Currently, promising practical approach to few-shot learning!
○ What other ways can we describe tasks?

Summary of Learning from Task Descriptions
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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Part 5: Evaluation Benchmarks
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Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


Introduction

Evaluation of zero- and few-shot learning capabilities of models can be challenging

In this section we overview evaluation approaches and benchmarks commonly 
used in the literature

We provide advantages and disadvantages of each the approaches and discuss 
best practices of designing new benchmarks
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Evaluation in few-shot setting

● How to reliably evaluate models on zero-/few-shot setting?

● Sampling from larger existing datasets

● e.g., SuperGLUE → FewGLUE (Schick and Schütze, 2020)
○ 32 examples from SuperGLUE
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Evaluation in few-shot setting

High variance of results when changing the training set

Schick and Schütze (2020), It's Not Just Size That Matters: Small 
Language Models Are Also Few-Shot Learners
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Evaluation in few-shot setting

Early works suggest using Small fixed sets  (e.g., 32 fixed examples)

Assumption: Since all models use the same small set, the comparisons are valid
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Small fixed sets

Problem: Randomness. 

Instability based on different seeds

Revisiting Few-sample 
BERT Fine-tuning, Zhang et 
al (2021)
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https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/056935031bc5cf0aeeaa0946320de26e14a1817e
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/056935031bc5cf0aeeaa0946320de26e14a1817e


Small fixed sets

Problem: Randomness. 

Instability based on different seeds

Revisiting Few-sample 
BERT Fine-tuning, Zhang et 
al (2021)
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https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/056935031bc5cf0aeeaa0946320de26e14a1817e
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/056935031bc5cf0aeeaa0946320de26e14a1817e


Sampling multiple sets

Instead of one fixed set, sampling multiple small sets.  LM-BFF (Gao et al., 2021)

Measure average/stdev of performance

Advantage: we can see variance

Many papers follow a similar setup. 

LM-BFF (Gao et al., 2021) Making Pre-trained Language Models Better Few-shot Learners
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.15723.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.15723.pdf


Evaluation

Few-shot performance depends heavily on various factors 
Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models

Lu et al., (2022) Fantastically Ordered Prompts 
and Where to Find Them: Overcoming Few-Shot 
Prompt Order Sensitivity

Order of training examples

Zhao et al., (2021) Calibrate Before Use: 
Improving Few-Shot Performance of Language 
Models

Prompts Hyperparameters

Tam et al., (2021) Improving and Simplifying 
Pattern Exploiting Training
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.11447.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.08786.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.09690.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.11955.pdf


Evaluation scenarios

Learning Scenario Many Train 
Distributions

Many Train 
Examples

Many Val 
Examples

Data-Rich Supervised x ✓ ✓

Multi-Dist, Few-Shot ✓ x x

Tuned Few-Shot x x ✓

True Few-Shot x x x

Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.11447.pdf


Evaluation scenarios

Learning Scenario Many Train 
Distributions

Many Train 
Examples

Many Val 
Examples

Data-Rich Supervised x ✓ ✓

Multi-Dist, Few-Shot ✓ x x

Tuned Few-Shot x x ✓

True Few-Shot x x x

Conventional 
Methods

Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.11447.pdf


Evaluation scenarios

Learning Scenario Many Train 
Distributions

Many Train 
Examples

Many Val 
Examples

Data-Rich Supervised x ✓ ✓

Multi-Dist, Few-Shot ✓ x x

Tuned Few-Shot x x ✓

True Few-Shot x x x

Prototypical Nets, 
Matching Nets, 
Meta-learning 
methods, etc

Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.11447.pdf


Evaluation scenarios

Learning Scenario Many Train 
Distributions

Many Train 
Examples

Many Val 
Examples

Data-Rich Supervised x ✓ ✓

Multi-Dist, Few-Shot ✓ x x

Tuned Few-Shot x x ✓

True Few-Shot x x x

GPT-3, Adapet, 
CLIP, …

Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models
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Evaluation scenarios

Learning Scenario Many Train 
Distributions

Many Train 
Examples

Many Val 
Examples

Data-Rich Supervised x ✓ ✓

Multi-Dist, Few-Shot ✓ x x

Tuned Few-Shot x x ✓

True Few-Shot x x x

GPT-3, Adapet, 
CLIP, …

Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models

Many works are evaluated on this setting
When additional validation examples are provided -> The value of few-shot learning is not there
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Evaluation scenarios

Learning Scenario Many Train 
Distributions

Many Train 
Examples

Many Val 
Examples

Data-Rich Supervised x ✓ ✓

Multi-Dist, Few-Shot ✓ x x

Tuned Few-Shot x x ✓

True Few-Shot x x xNo additional 
large validation 
examples

Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.11447.pdf


Evaluation scenarios

In true few-shot learning model selection should be done using the available 
few-shot data. 

Example model selection methods from Perez et al., (2021):

Cross validation

Validation on fold k, other folds used for training

Minimum Description Length (MDL)

Validation on fold k, previous k-1 folds used for training
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Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.11447.pdf


Evaluation under true-few shot

Perez et al., (2021), True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models

Accuracy of CV/MDL-chosen prompts vs. accuracy 
of the worst, average (randomly-selected), and best 
prompt (prior work)

The average accuracy gain from using CV/MDL-chosen 
prompts instead of randomly-chosen ones, relative to 
the gain from the best prompt
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2105.11447.pdf


FewNLU

Similarly advocates for model selection using the small labeled set

Evaluation framework consisting of the following repeated episodic procedure

Split the available 
labeled data into 

train/dev

Train and evaluate 
the model

Select a set of 
hyperparameters

FewNLU 
Evaluation 
Framework

Zheng et al., (2021) FewNLU: Benchmarking State-of-the-Art Methods for Few-Shot Natural Language Understanding

For test: 
Get K best hyperparms
Run on test
Report avg/stdev 
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.12742.pdf


FewNLU

Strategies to split the few-shot training data into train/validation sets

Considerations for constructing the data splits:

1- Performance: how to split the data to achieve good test set performance

2- Correlation between dev/test: Ideally there should be good correlation between 
the small dev set performance and the test set over distribution of hyperparameters

3- Stability: The number of runs should have small impact on the above metrics

Zheng et al (2021) FewNLU: Benchmarking State-of-the-Art Methods for Few-Shot Natural Language Understanding
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FewNLU - data splitting strategies

1- K-fold Cross Validation (Perez et al., 2021)

2- MDL (Minimum description length) (similar to Perez et al., 2021)

Evaluate on fold K, use *previous* K-1 folds as training

3- Bagging 

Sample x% of the labeled data with replacement as training and others as validation

4- Random Sampling

5- Model informed splitting (Cluster to two sets using BERT-base CLS representation)

6- Multi-Splits 

Split data into two parts using a fixed split ratio (they use half)

Zheng et al (2021) FewNLU: Benchmarking State-of-the-Art Methods for Few-Shot Natural Language Understanding
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FewNLU - data splitting strategies

In general the simple multi-split approach works well

Correlation results

Zheng et al (2021) FewNLU: Benchmarking State-of-the-Art Methods for Few-Shot Natural Language Understanding

Average performance
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FewNLU - data splitting strategies

Test performance,  correlation and standard
deviation along with different K (number of runs). A straight line shows more stability.

Zheng et al (2021) FewNLU: Benchmarking State-of-the-Art Methods for Few-Shot Natural Language Understanding
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Cross-task generalization 

How can we evaluate the ability of models to learn from other tasks in NLP?

CrossFit introduces a benchmark for this goal

Compared with prior work, the new benchmark has diverse set of tasks

Ye et al., (2021) CROSSFIT : A Few-shot Learning Challenge for Cross-task Generalization in NLP
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.08835.pdf


Training 

Test 

Cross task generalization

Instance-level generalization

Generalize from few training examples to new unseen examples

Task

Training 
samples

Unseen test 
samples

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 

Cross task generalization

Generalize from examples from 
seen tasks to new tasks with 
optional few training examples

Ye et al., (2021) CROSSFIT : A Few-shot Learning Challenge for Cross-task Generalization in NLP

train test train test train test
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.08835.pdf


Cross task generalization

CrossFit: a set of 160 diverse tasks (Ye et al., 2021)

Ye et al., (2021) CROSSFIT : A Few-shot Learning Challenge for Cross-task Generalization in NLP
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Advantages:
Diverse set of tasks, Also supports generation and QA tasks

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.08835.pdf


Cross task generalization

Evaluation metric

Average Relative Gain (ARG) to measure overall performance gain before and after 
training on other tasks. Example:

Few-shot fine-tuning Cross task training + 
few-shot fine-tuning

Gain

Task A 50.0 60.0 +20%

Task B 40.0 35.0 -12.5%

ARG = (+20 - 12.5) / 2
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How should we design new few-shot benchmarks?

In a fast moving field it is difficult to have a benchmark that is useful for a long time

Community overfits to the benchmark over time
New tasks/datasets become available

New benchmarks will be released all the time

Are there any principles that we can follow to ensure building reliable benchmarks?
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How should we design new few-shot benchmarks?

Bragg et al., (2021) introduce FLEX Principles

A set of requirements and best practices for designing rigorous and reliable 
few-shot benchmarks and evaluation frameworks

Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170
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A few-shot evaluation benchmark should:

1 - Represent diversity of generalization types:

❏ Pre-training generalization
❏ Cross domain generalization
❏ Cross class generalization
❏ Cross task generalization

This supports studying and analyzing different types of few-shot generalization

FLEX Principles (Bragg et al., 2021) 

182Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170


Unified evaluation for all types of generalizations

1- Pre-training generalization
pretrain Task

Train/val
Test

Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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Unified evaluation for all types of generalizations

1- Pre-training generalization

2- Cross class generalization

3- Cross domain generalization

pretrain Task
Train/val

Test

pretrain Task

Class/
Domain A

Class/
Domain B

Class/
Domain C

Class/
Domain D

Class/
Domain E

Train

Test: Unseen 
classes/domains

Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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Unified evaluation for all types  of generalizations

1- Pre-training generalization

2- Cross class generalization

3- Cross domain generalization

pretrain Task
Train/val

Test

pretrain Task

Class/
Domain A

Class/
Domain B

Class/
Domain C

Class/
Domain D

Class/
Domain E

Train

Test: Unseen 
classes/domains

pretrain Task

Task A Task B Task C

Task D Task C

Train

Test: Unseen tasks

4- Cross task generalization

Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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A few-shot evaluation benchmark should:

1 - Represent diversity of generalization types. 

2- Contain real-world dataset challenges

❏ Variable number of classes & number of examples per class
❏ Unbalanced training sets
❏ Zero-shot (support zero-shot evaluation)
❏ No extra validation data for hyperparameter or prompt tuning

FLEX Principles (Bragg et al., 2021) 

186Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170


A few-shot evaluation benchmark should:

1 - Represent diversity of generalization types. 

2- Contain real-world dataset challenges

3- Design and reporting should follow careful statistical considerations

FLEX Principles (Bragg et al., 2021) 

187Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170


Statistical considerations

● NLP few-shot evaluation often ignores statistical validity

● Arbitrary number of test episodes (number of test sets sampled for reporting)

● Small fixed sets are not reliable

● What are the main considerations:

■ More episodes → More estimates on which we can compute mean() and std()

■ More episodes → More costly compute, especially for fine-tuning methods

Unclear how reliable are the comparisons under each #test episode choice

Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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Statistical considerations

A proper benchmark should produce performance estimates that are accurate, 
close to the true value, precise, low variance.

Each point is a chosen
(num_episodes, test_set_size)

e.g. for 48 GPU-hours budget, 
CI width is minimized at
   • num_episodes = 90
   • test_set_size = 470

Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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NLP Few-shot benchmark that follows all these principles.

FLEX Benchmark (Bragg et al., 2021) 

190Bragg et al (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.07170


RAFT - Real-world Few-shot classification benchmark

Most existing benchmarks focus on synthetic tasks

Key considerations

Naturally occurring data: move away from synthetic tasks

Intrinsic value: tasks that have intrinsic value like hate-speech detection, 
medical case report parsing and automated lit review

Realistic class distributions: Include imbalanced datasets

Alex et al., (2022) RAFT: A Real-World Few-Shot Text Classification Benchmark
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.14076.pdf


RAFT - Real-world Few-shot classification benchmark

12 different tasks. examples:

● ADE Corpus V2 (ADE). whether a medical sentence contains adverse drug 
effect

● Banking77 (B77): online banking customer service queries with their interns
● NeurIPS impact statement risks (NIS). annotate broader impact statements 

from NeurIPS papers based on possible harmful implications
● Terms of Service (ToS): clauses from Terms of Services annotated whether they 

are unfair to customers
● TweetEval Hate (TEH): hate-speech detection

Alex et al., (2022) RAFT: A Real-World Few-Shot Text Classification Benchmark
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.14076.pdf


RAFT - Human performance

Raft: at the time of publication

Alex et al., (2022) RAFT: A Real-World Few-Shot Text Classification Benchmark
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RAFT

The recent T-Few (Liu et al., May 2022) achieve human-level performance!
(Details of T-Few in next part)
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.05638.pdf


Other evaluation frameworks

Recent papers used custom splits of existing datasets as their evaluations

FLAN, T0-Eval, BigBench, Natural-Instructions: Introduce large suite of tasks used 
for multitask prompted training 
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Number of tasks
196

Wang et al (2022) Benchmarking Generalization via In-Context Instructions on 1,600+ Language Tasks

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.07705.pdf


Other evaluation frameworks

EleutherAI Language Model Evaluation Harness (EAI-Eval)

Focuses on prompt engineering
Hardcode a set of carefully designed prompts so that ICL is easy to evaluate

EAI-Eval only includes one prompt per task, whereas performance on T0-Eval is 
averaged over many prompts
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https://zenodo.org/record/6332975#.YoihApPMIVU


Summary and open problems

Thorough evaluation of few-shot learning methods is challenging

There's been many progress on creating better evaluation benchmarks for few-shot 
learning. 

However, lack of unified, reliable, and robust benchmarks that is commonly used for 
evaluation sometimes makes it hard to measure true progress.

At the same time, it is challenging to address all evaluation needs in one 
unified benchmarks.
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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Part 6: Meta-training
Continued training for improved zero/few-shot performance

200

Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


Meta-training - Introduction

This section focuses on approaches for continued training of language models for 
improving zero- and few-shot performance.

Meta-training: An additional training stage after the initial pretraining, utilizing 
supervised or self-supervised data.

In the literature, this is also referred to finetuning, continued pretraining, or 
intermediate pretraining/finetuning.
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Meta-training

LMs can perform few-shot learning. However:

There is discrepancy between the language modeling objectives used in 
pretraining and downstream task formats

Recall prompt engineering.
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Unifying pretraining and downstream formats

One way to address this issue is to unify pretraining and downstream task formats

Use a format that can naturally represent many NLP tasks (Q/A)

Meta-train the model on this new task format

[Unifew] Bragg et al., (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP

[Meta-Tune] Zhong et al., (2021) Adapting Language Models for Zero-shot Learning by Meta-tuning on Dataset and Prompt 

Collections
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Unifying pre-training and downstream formats

UniFew (Bragg et al., 2021) 

● Convert all classification tasks to multiple choice QA

● Initialize the model with UnifiedQA (Khashabi et al., 2020) and continue meta-training

● This eliminates the need for complex tricks of prior work for finding the right prompt

● Model generates valid answer (no need to deal with constrained decoding methods)

204Bragg et al., (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP

Topic? \\n (A) World (B) Sports (C) Business (D) Science \\n
Wall St. Bears Claw Back Into the Black (Reuters) Reuters - 
Short-sellers, Wall Street's dwindling\band of ultra-cynics, are 
seeing green again. 
Output: Business

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.07170.pdf


UniFew

One general prompt for each input type (4 total input types for task in FLEX). 
Most prior works engineer one unique and specific prompt for each dataset

Single text classification:
Topic?\\n (A) Class1 (B) Class2 (C) Class3
The document \\n 

Sentence-pair classification:
"Sentence 1" Is "Sentence 2"?\\n 
(A) Yes (B) No (C) Maybe

Relation classification:
Mention-1 to mention-2? \\n (A) Class1 (B) Class2 (C) Class3
Some text #mention-1# some text *mention-2* some text

Entity recognition:
What is the type of the entity between the # marks?  \\n
(A) Class1 (B) Class2 (C) Class3 \\n
Some text #mention-1# some text. 205



UniFew

Initialize the model with UnifiedQA (Khashabi et al., 2020)

A T5-based model trained on a collection of QA datasets

Already works well for the Q/A task format and provides strong initialization

Meta-train on a suite of tasks from training set of FLEX and evaluate on unseen 
FLEX tasks.

Zhong et al., (2021) perform similar meta-training (they refer to it as "meta-tuning")

Bragg et al., (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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UniFew
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UniFew

Prior work
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Bragg et al., (2021) FLEX: Unifying Evaluation for Few-Shot NLP
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Meta-tuning

Model performance 
improves after meta-tuning

Zhong et al., (2021) Adapting Language Models for Zero-shot Learning by Meta-tuning on Dataset and Prompt Collections

∆ Meta-tuned vs. UnifiedQA = 3.3%
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Similar results in UniFew

UniFew results on FLEX. Performance breakdown based on 
different types of generalizations
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Meta-training - scaling up

Meta-training can be performed on large set of tasks and on larger models

Improved zero-shot performance and cross-task generalization

T0 (Sanh et al., (2022) and FLAN (Wei et al., (2022) 
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Problem: Zero-shot performance only gets well when the model size is very large > 100B

Scale is crucial for zero-shot 

Fig from (Brown et al., 2020)
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Multitask Prompted Training

Why only large LMs work well for zero-shot?

Hypothesis: Implicit multi-task training during pre-training

Sanh et al., (2022) Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization

T0: Explicitly multitask train with prompts
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T5 → T0

● Meta-train on a large mixture of 
NLP datasets

● Format examples of each dataset 
with multiple prompts 

● Unified templated format

● Prompts collected through the 
BigScience workshop 

● Interface: Promptsource 

● 62 datasets, 520 prompts 

Datasets used in T0
(Yellow used for training, green is held out) 

Sanh et al., (2022) Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization
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T0 - training details

Continue training T5 by combining and shuffling all examples from all training 
datasets

Base model: LM-adapted T5 (Lester et al., 2020), trained on 100B tokens from C4 
on LM task.

Sanh et al., (2022) Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization
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Sanh et al., (2022) Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization
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It also works for smaller size models (T5 3B) 

Sanh et al., (2022) Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization
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Training on more diverse prompts improves robustness on held-out prompts

Sanh et al., (2022) Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization
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Increasing the number of prompts improves the results and robustness

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2110.08207.pdf


FLAN: Finetuned Language Net

Very similar to T0

They refer to the meta-training stage as "instruction tuning"

Finetuning LMs on a collection of datasets described via instructions

Compared with T0:

They use a larger model (137B vs 11B)

They use a decoder-only Transformer as the base model

Wei et al., (2022) Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot Learners
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Tasks considered in FLAN

Mix of 62 datasets, dark blue: classification. Light blue: generation

Wei et al., (2022) Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot Learners
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FLAN

For each dataset write 10 templates

Simliar to UniFew and T0, they add the valid options at the end of the prompt 
Compared with T0, prompts look more similar to instructions

Evaluation setup: Same as T0, hold out clusters of tasks
Wei et al., (2022) Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot Learners
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FLAN

Base model: LaMDA-PT, a decoder-only LM of 137B params (Thoppilan et al., 2022). 

Wei et al., (2022) Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot Learners
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Wei et al., (2022) Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot Learners
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Some tasks do not see benefits

Downstream tasks that are similar to LM pre-training objective instruction tuning is 
not useful. (coreference and commonsense)

Task LAMDA-PT FLAN

Winogrande 68.3 67.3

WSC273 81.0 80.8

COPA 90.0 90.6

HellaSwag 57.0 56.4

PIQA 80.3 80.9

StoryCloze 79.5 92.2
An example from Winogrande

Wei et al., (2022) Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot Learners
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Scale Their results show that instruction tuning 
only works for large models > 8B

However, T0 achieves strong results even 
with 3B model

Two potential factors:

● T0 uses encoder-decoder
● They claim that their prompts are more 

diverse

More work is required to understand the 
scale vs performance of meta-training 

Wei et al., (2022) Finetuned Language Models Are Zero-Shot 
Learners
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Other objective functions used in meta-training

So far we've seen meta-training using unifying task formats and multitasking

Some works employ different types of objective functions for improving model 
performance
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Other objective functions for meta-training

QA Infused
Contextual representation of a phrase should contain information required to 
answer all questions about that phrase

Jia et al., (2021) Question Answering Infused Pretraining
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QA Infused pretraining

Train with a biencoder extractive QA objective

Use BART-large for question/answer generation.

The model independently encodes the question and passage

Apply dot product b/w passage representation at index i and the question to find the 
correct start/end index of the answers

Jia et al., (2021) Question Answering Infused Pretraining
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QA Infused pretraining

Jia et al., (2021) Question Answering Infused Pretraining

Zero-shot paraphrase ranking (BERTScore)
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QA Infused pretraining

few-shot paraphrase classification

Jia et al., (2021) Question Answering Infused Pretraining
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Meta-training for In-Context Learning (ICL)

Advantages of ICL:
No need for fine-tuning or training
Easy adaptation to new tasks

However, their performance is not always as good as fine-tuning

“Can we meta-train an LM to be a better in-context learner?”
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MetaICL

Min et al (2021) MetaICL: Learning to Learn In Context

Meta-Training

● Given C meta-training tasks
● Sample a task T
● Sample examples (x1, y1), …. (xk+1,yk+1) from T
● Last example acts as test
● Maximize P(yk+1|x1, y1, · · · , xk, yk, xk+1)

Inference

● Given training examples (x1, y1), …. (xk,yk)
● Find argmaxc P(c| x1, y1, …., xk, yk, x)
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Min et al (2021) MetaICL: Learning to Learn In Context

Meta-Training

● Given C meta-training tasks
● Sample a task T
● Sample examples (x1, y1), …. (xk+1,yk+1) from T
● Last example acts as test
● Maximize P(yk+1|x1, y1, · · · , xk, yk, yk+1)

Inference

● Given training examples (x1, y1), …. (xk,yk)
● Find argmaxy∈Y P(x| x1, y1, …., xk, yk, y)

Meta-Training

● Given C meta-training tasks
● Sample a task T
● Sample examples (x1, y1), …. (xk+1,yk+1) from T
● Last example acts as test
● Maximize P(yk+1|x1, y1, · · · , xk, yk, xk+1)

Inference

● Given training examples (x1, y1), …. (xk,yk)
● Find argmaxy∈Y P(y| x1, y1, …., xk, yk, x)

Channel MetaICLMetaICL
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Min et al (2021) MetaICL: Learning to Learn In Context
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Min et al (2021) MetaICL: Learning to Learn In Context
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Min et al (2021) MetaICL: Learning to Learn In Context
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Chen et al,. (2022) Improving In-Context Few-Shot Learning via Self-Supervised Training

Additional self-supervised objectives to improve ICL

Using additional self-supervised objectives to improve ICL (Chen et al., 2022) 

Self-supervised tasks:

● Next Sentence Generation: Generate the last sentence of the doc
● Masked word prediction
● Last Phrase Prediction: Predict last phrase in a sentence
● Classification (similar to Next Sentence Prediction and Shuffling objectives)
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Question: The goal is a computer capable of "understanding”? Output: the contents of documents.
Question: The goal is a computer capable of "understanding”? Answer: the development of new 
models. Output: False

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.01703.pdf


Additional self-supervised objectives to improve ICL

● Classification (similar to next sentence prediction or shuffling objectives)

Chen et al,. (2022) Improving In-Context Few-Shot Learning via Self-Supervised Training
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Additional self-supervised objectives to improve ICL

Results on few-shot tasks obtained from SuperGLUE dev set 

Chen et al,. (2022) Improving In-Context Few-Shot Learning via Self-Supervised Training
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On average larger model achieves larger gains.
This is consistent with other reported results in the literature

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.01703.pdf


Additional self-supervised objectives to improve ICL

Ablation results on training objectives. NSG: Next sentence generation, MWP: 
Masked word prediction, LPP: last phrase prediction, CL: classification

Chen et al,. (2022) Improving In-Context Few-Shot Learning via Self-Supervised Training
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Parameter efficient fine-tuning for few-shot learning

Can we meta-train param efficient models for better initialization?

Recall part 3 and parameter efficient fine-tuning methods. 

Some of these approaches don't immediately work for few-shot learning
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Pretrained prompt tuning

A number of papers have explored the idea of pretraining param efficient models

In case of prompt tuning naive initialization from word embeddings corresponding 
to manual prompts doesn't help 

Gu et al (2021) PPT: Pre-trained Prompt Tuning for Few-shot Learning
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Pre-trained prompt tuning

The key idea of PPT is pretraing with soft prompts to get better initializations

They introduce self-supervised tasks to pre-train the soft prompts

Gu et al (2021) PPT: Pre-trained Prompt Tuning for Few-shot Learning
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Pre-trained Prompt Tuning

Use Next Sentence Prediction to pretrain with soft prompts on unlabeled data

Gu et al (2021) PPT: Pre-trained Prompt Tuning for Few-shot Learning
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Pretrained Prompt Tuning

Use the CLS token for classification

Tasks used for pretraining:

NLI: Label: (2) next sentence (1) from same document (0) random sentence

Classification: Given a sentence, choose adjacent sentence from 6 candidates

Sentence classification: Use another RoBERTa-based models to label 
sentences for sentiments

Gu et al (2021) PPT: Pre-trained Prompt Tuning for Few-shot Learning
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PPT - Results

Gu et al (2021) PPT: Pre-trained Prompt Tuning for Few-shot Learning
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PPT

The pretraining of soft prompts helps most when there is less training data available
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Parameter efficient fine-tuning compared with ICL for FSL

ICL has some disadvantages:

process all prompted input-target pairs every time we make a prediction
Possible to use caching but storage costs can be significant

Performance is not better than fine-tuning
Exact formatting of the prompt and order of examples matters
Other work shows that even with wrong labels, ICL works

T-Few Liu et al (2022) : A recipe for making parameter efficient fine-tuning work for 
few-shot learning

Liu et al (2022) Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning
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T-Few recipe

● T0 as backbone
● (IA)3 for downstream task adaptation

Liu et al (2022) Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning
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Recall (IA)3

A parameter efficient fine-tuning method

Introduce rescaling to:

keys and values in self-attention
Keys and values in encoder-decoder attention 
Intermediate activation of the position-wise 

feed-forward networks

Liu et al (2022) Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning
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T-Few recipe

● Meta-train (IA)3 on the multitask mixture of T0
● 3 Losses: Language modeling (LLM), an unlikelihood loss LUL, and length 

normalized loss LLN. 
● Fixed hyperparms for all datasets: Train for 1,000 steps with a batch size of 8 

sequences using the Adafactor with LR=3e−3 and a linear decay schedule with 
a warmup of 60 steps.

● Apply prompt templates to downstream datasets during training and 
inference to convert each example into an instructive text-to-text format.

Liu et al (2022) Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning
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● T0 as backbone
● (IA)3 for downstream task adaptation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.05638.pdf


T-Few compared with ICL

Accuracy on held-out T0 tasks and 
computational costs for different 
few-shot learning methods and 
models.

Liu et al (2022) Few-Shot Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning is Better and Cheaper than In-Context Learning
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Summary
252

Meta-training is effective for improving zero-shot, few-shot, and cross task 
generalization

Key ideas: use unified task formats, leverage templates and continue training the 
model on a mixture of meta-training tasks 

Scaling up mixture of tasks and model sizes help improving results

Additional self-supervised tasks can improve both ICL and fine-tuning methods

With param efficient training, and additional loss functions, it is possible to achieve 
a single recipe for few-shot fine-tuning that outperforms ICL



Open questions and future work

What type of information the models pick up during meta-training? How such 
information is different from pretraining?

Some results are inconsistent across works. The choice of model architecture, 
pre-training and meta-training data, format of task templates, etc conflates 
numbers. More about model architecture in next part.
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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Part 7: Pretraining considerations for 
zero/few-shot learning

255

Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


Overview

Previous sections: adapting an existing pretrained model to a new task. 

This section: considerations for how to build these models to improve 
zero/few-shot performance

Considerations

- Scaling
- Architecture and Objective
- Dataset
- Efficient pretraining
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Remember - this is a 
brief overview, not a 

comprehensive 
literature review



Scaling

Photo credit: Microsoft Research Blog, Alvi et. al., 2021

LM are getting 
larger and more 

expensive
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Scaling

Photo credit: PaLM, Chowdhery et. al., 2022

Larger LMs ⇒ 
better 

zero/few-shot 
performance
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Scaling

Misconception - “scaling means larger model size”

        Correct - “scaling means more compute”

But - the extra compute is only useful if the model has enough capacity ⇒ a larger 
model
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Scaling

Name Size Tokens Compute (in GPT3-unit)

GPT-NeoX 20B 472B 0.18x

GPT3 175B 300B 1x

Gopher 280B 300B 1.6x

Chinchilla 67B 1,400B 1.6x

Megatron-Turing-NLG 530B 270B 2.7x

PaLM 540B 780B 8x
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Scaling

Name Size Tokens Compute (in GPT3-unit)

GPT3 175B 300B 1x

Gopher 280B 300B 1.6x

Chinchilla 67B 1,400B 1.6x

Megatron-Turing-NLG 530B 270B 2.7x

PaLM 540B 780B 8x
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Scaling - Optimal Model Size 

Smaller models don’t have enough capacity 
to utilize the extra compute. They plateau 
early. 

Larger models are initially slower to train, but 
with more compute they reach lower losses.

Given a compute budget, what is the optimal 
model size to use?

Photo credit: GPT3, Brown et. al., 2020

Small model 
plateaus early

Large model 
reaches lower loss

Optimal 
model 
size for 
compute
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The idea of “optimal model size for given 
compute” was introduced by Kaplan et. al.,

Train models to optimality, a lot earlier than 
convergence. 

Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020

Photo credit: GPT3, Brown et. al., 2020

Small model 
plateaus early

Large model 
reaches lower loss

Optimal 
model 
size for 
computeBut we need to train the model to know its 

learning curve!! Not feasible when you 
have budget to train a single model.
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Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020

Scaling-laws: learning curves are power-law 
functions of model size and compute. 

Fit constants of the power-law function using 
small models, then extrapolate to large sizes. 

Photo credit: GPT3, Brown et. al., 2020

Small model 
plateaus early

Large model 
reaches lower loss

Optimal 
model 
size for 
compute
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Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020

Constants

Model size Number of steps
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Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020

Predicted (dotted) accurately 
matches empirical learning 
curves (solid).

Fit constants using small 
models then predict learning 
curves of larger models.
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Also, fit a power-law predicting the “compute 
efficient” frontier: L ∝ C-0.048

Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020

Photo credit: GPT3, Brown et. al., 2020
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Use to predict the optimal model size for a 
given amount of compute:  Nopt ∝ C0.73

and optimal number of tokens:  Dopt ∝ 
C0.27



Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020

Notations: 

C = 6 N B S = 6 N D

C: compute

N: model size

B: batch size

S: number of steps

D: number of tokens (a single epoch, no repeated tokens)
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With more compute, should you increase model size or number of tokens?

C = 6 N D

               C: compute       N: model size    D: number of tokens 

Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020
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With more compute, should you increase model size or number of tokens?

Noptexponent  >>  Dopt exponent 

Use the extra compute to grow the model size faster than growing number of 
tokens.

Given 10x compute, increase N by 5.5x, and D by 1.8x

GPT3 (and many other followed this recipe) training a 175B model on 300B tokens

Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020

Kaplan et. al., Nopt ∝ C0.73 Dopt ∝ C0.27
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With more compute, should you increase model size or number of tokens?

Noptexponent  ≅  Dopt exponent 

Compute and tokens should increase at the same rate.

Given 10x compute, grow N by 3.2x and D by 3.2x 

Hoffmann et. al., followed this recipe: Trained a 70B model on 1.4T tokens  (Chinchilla) 
outperforming their previous 280B model trained on 300B tokens (Gopher)

Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020 vs. Hoffmann et. al., 2022 

Kaplan et. al., Nopt ∝ C0.73 Dopt ∝ C0.27

Hoffmann et. al., Nopt ∝ C0.50 Dopt ∝ C0.50
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The main difference is the learning rate schedule

Kaplan et. al.: all experiments for changing D used the same LR schedule with 
decay over 2.5 × 105 steps 

Hoffmann et. al.: each experiment changing D used a different LR schedule that 
reaches LR=zero at the end of training

- The lower learning rate resulted in better loss, thus different empirical fit

Scaling - Kaplan et. al., 2020 vs. Hoffmann et. al., 2022 
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Implications of Hoffmann et. al.,

- We trained many “oversized” and “under-trained” models

Scaling - Hoffmann et. al., 2022 

Oversized 
under-trained

Optimal model size. 
Better loss using 
same compute
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Implications of Hoffmann et. al.,

- We trained many “oversized” and “under-trained” models

- On the positive side, we already figured out the engineering for scaling to sizes 

much larger than needed

- For example, optimality of 175B model (GPT3-size) at 3.7T tokens (12x more compute than GPT3)

- We should focus on increasing compute budget and data size not model size

Scaling - Hoffmann et. al., 2022 
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Overview

Previous sections: adapting an existing pretrained model to a new task. 

This section: considerations for how to build these models to improve 
zero/few-shot performance

Considerations

- Scaling
- Architecture and Objective
- Dataset
- Efficient pretraining
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Architecture and Pretraining Objective

Architecture and pretraining objectives have a big impact on the zero/few-shot results. 

How well difference modeling choices work for different applications?

And do we have a universally good model design?

We will discuss: 

- Survey of architectures

- Survey of pretraining objective

- Caveats and Challenges with model design research
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Typically, certain transformer architecture go well with certain objectives
However, they can be disentangled. Most architectures can support most 
objectives. 

Architectures:
- Vanilla transformer

- Decoder-only (same architecture as encoder-only)
- Encoder-decoder

- Transformer variants

Objectives:
- Causal LM
- Prefix LM 
- Span Corruption

Architecture and Pretraining Objective
277



Architectures - Vanilla Transformer 
Decoder-only Encoder-Decoder

Photo credit: Vaswani el. al., 2017, “Attention is All You Need”
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Prompt and output are 
concatenated in the input.

More memory efficient.

Architectures - Vanilla Transformer 
Decoder-only Encoder-Decoder

Photo credit: Vaswani el. al., 2017, “Attention is All You Need”

Different paths for the 
prompt and the output. 

Needs 2x more memory

GPT-J-6B ≅ T5-11B
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Narang et. al., showed that most transformer variants are comparable to vanilla 

transformers. We will not discuss them except Mixture of Experts (MoEs). 

Mixture of Experts (MoEs) or Conditionally-Activated Transformers:
- Different examples activate different parts (“experts”) of the model
- Examples: Switch Transformer, Base-layer, DEMix Layers, GLaM, LaMDa

Narang et. al., 2021: Do Transformer Modifications Transfer Across Implementations and Applications?

Architectures - Transformer Variants
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Architectures - Mixture of Experts (MoEs)
FF layers are 
the biggest 

computational 
bottleneck

The quadratic 
self-attention is 

negligible 
compared to FF 

in large LM

Photo credit: Fedus el. al., 2022, “Switch Transformers: Scaling to Trillion Parameter Models with Simple and Efficient Sparsity”

Router decides 
which expert to 

activate

Experts specialize. 
Saves compute 
because only 

relevant expert is 
activated

Overall, promising but still not as prevalent as dense transformers 
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Causal LM (autoregressive LM)
- Predict next word

Prefix LM 
- Predict next word given a 

fully-visible input

Pretraining Objectives
Causal LM Prefix LM

Span Corruption
- Mask input spans then 

predict them in the output
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Wang et. al., evaluated various combination for zero-shot generalization

Wang et. al., 2022: What Language Model Architecture and Pretraining Objective Work Best for Zero-Shot Generalization?

Architecture and Pretraining Objective - Evaluation

GPT2-style: 

best after pretraining

T5-style:

best after MT-F

GPT2-style

T5-style
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To get a single best model - add an LM adaptation phase on a different objective

Wang et. al., 2022: What Language Model Architecture and Pretraining Objective Work Best for Zero-Shot Generalization?

Architecture and Pretraining Objective - Evaluation

Best compromise:

- Decoder-only

- 70% Causal LM

- 30% Span-corruption
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Argue that the objectives are complementary:

- Causal LM/Prefix LM: good for generation and ICL
- Span Corruption: good for multi-task finetuning

Recognize that Causal LM and Prefix LM are special cases of span corruption

- Both have a single very long masked span
- Define a single unified span-corruption function parameterized with

- 𝜇: average span length
- r: corruption rate
- n: number of corrupted spans 

UL2: a mixture of 7 span-corruption objectives with different values of (𝜇, r, n)

Tay et. al., 2022: Unifying Language Learning Paradigms
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Tay et. al., 2022: Unifying Language Learning Paradigms

Limitation: 

- Missing the zero-shot evaluation 

with/without MT-F [as in Wang et. al., 

discussed earlier]

- Ignored causal LM

- Claimed that Prefix LM is always better  (not true)

UL2 outperforms the rest whether 
implemented with encoder-decoder 
or decoder-only models

T5-style are usually better

GPT2-style are usually better
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Architecture and Pretraining Objective

HTLM - BART-style model trained on HTML pages. HTML format enables fancy 
prompting methods

CM3 -  a mix of autoregressive and span corruption to support generation and 
filling in space in one model
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Caveat 1 - modeling decisions and 
findings for small models don’t 
necessarily scale.

Vanilla transformer vs. transformer alternative

Almost all models match or are worse 
than vanilla transformer.

Many modes get worse by scale.

⇒ Not enough to try new ideas on the 
small scale. Try the largest scale you 
can afford.

Model Design - Caveats and Challenges

Photo credit: Scaling Laws vs Model Architectures: How does Inductive Bias Influence Scaling?
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Caveat 2 - New model designs should result in a big gain. If the gain is tiny, it is 
probably easier and cheaper to continue training the vanilla transformer a bit 
longer.

Cost should include

- Hyperparameter search 
- Engineering cost to scale implementation
- Hardware throughout

⇒ Make sure the gains are significant enough they are worth implementing and 
scaling.

Model Design - Caveats and Challenges
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Caveat 3 - How to you evaluate different modeling choices? 

1. LM validation loss (scaling-laws work usually rely exclusively on this)
2. Downstream zero/few-shot in-context learning
3. Downstream few-shot using parameter-efficient finetuning
4. Downstream fully supervised full finetuning

Tay et. al., and Abnar et. al., showed that (1) and (4) are not always correlated.

Still not clear how strongly correlated (1) is with (2) and (3).

⇒ Include various downstream evaluation setups. LM validation loss isn’t enough.

Tay et. al., 2022: Scale Efficiently: Insights From Pre-trained and Fine-tuned Transformers
Abnar et. al.,  2021: Exploring the Limits of Large Scale Pre-training

Model Design - Caveats and Challenges
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Overview

Previous sections: adapting an existing pretrained model to a new task. 

This section: considerations for how to build these models to improve 
zero/few-shot performance

Considerations

- Scaling
- Architecture and Objective
- Dataset
- Efficient pretraining and Engineering
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Pretraining data makes a huge difference. Result from Scao et. al., 2022:

Scao et. al., 2022: What Language Model to Train if You Have One Million GPU Hours?

Dataset
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Very little work on dataset design for pretraining

- Mostly heuristic data filtering and deduplication
- Gao 2021 - experimented with different levels of filtering
- Katherine et. al., 2022 - experimented with different deduplication methods

With the results from Hoffmann et. al., dataset design becomes more important

- We need 10x more tokens than before

Gao 2021: An Empirical Exploration in Quality Filtering of Text Data
Katherine et. al., 2022: Deduplicating Training Data Makes Language Models Better
Hoffmann et. al., 2022: Training Compute-Optimal Large Language Models

Dataset
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Overview

Previous sections: adapting an existing pretrained model to a new task. 

This section: considerations for how to build these models to improve 
zero/few-shot performance

Considerations

- Scaling
- Architecture and Objective
- Dataset
- Efficient pretraining
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No direct impact on zero/few-shot downstream performance but more efficient 
pretraining translates to a better model using the same budget

Examples of efficient pretraining methods

- Curriculum learning: gradually increasing sequence length during training
- Staged training: gradually grow model size during training
- 8-bit Optimizers: saves memory at training time
- …

Li et. al., 2021: Curriculum Learning: A Regularization Method for Efficient and Stable Billion-Scale GPT Model Pre-Training
Shen el. al., 2022: Staged Training for Transformer Language Models
Dettmers el. al., 2021: 8-bit Optimizers via Block-wise Quantization

Efficient pretraining
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No impact on zero/few-shot downstream performance but helps with pretraining

Engineering 

- Instabilities: fp16 or bfloat16
- Model parallelism: pipeline parallelism (PP), tensor parallelism (TP)
- Hardware: V100, A100, TPUs 
- Hardware throughput

- Small tweaks to ratio of depth/width lead to huge difference in throughput

- …

Engineering Considerations
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Scaling: scale the compute, find the optimal model size, and stop training at optimality

- Hoffmann et. al. made a tiny change to the LR schedule with huge impact to scaling. 
What else can improve the current recipe of training large language models?

Architecture and Objective

- No model works the best in all settings. Getting closer but more research is needed
- Make sure new model designs scale well

Dataset: It significantly impacts performance

- Explore new principled approaches to design larger & better datasets
- Understand the connection between pretraining data and downstream performance 

Efficient pretraining: explore new methods

Summary & Open Questions
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Schedule

14:30–14:45 Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]
14:45–15:20 Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]
15:20–15:50 Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]
15:50–16:00 QnA for Part 1+2+3

16:00–16:30 Break

16:30–16:45 Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]
16:45–17:05 Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]
17:05–17:25 Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]
17:25–17:45 Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]
17:45–18:00 Conclusion/Future work + QnA  [Iz]
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Conclusion/Future work 
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300

- Large language models made zero/few-shot a reality
- Zero/few-shot are interesting from the academic and practical perspectives. 
- Prompting & In-context learning: learning a task without gradient updates

- Future work: better in-context learning & better understanding why it works
- Parameter-efficient finetuning for task-adaptation

- Future work: better finetuning methods & extend to tasks like generation 
- Other methods of defining a task: instructions, prompts
- Evaluation benchmarks for zero/few-shot methods: principles and caveats

- Future work: unified evaluation frameworks to allow direct comparisons
- Meta-training: training on supervised datasets

- Future work: better understanding information learnt during meta-training, why 
some models work better than others

- Pretraining considerations: scale, architecture & objectives, and dataset
- Future work: better datasets & understanding connection to performance, 

efficient pretraining methods, and models that work across all settings



Questions?

Part 1: Introduction [Sameer]

Part 2: Prompting & In-context learning [Sewon]

Part 3: Gradient-based LM task adaptation [Rob]

Part 4: Other methods of defining a task  [Sameer]

Part 5: Evaluation benchmark  [Arman]

Part 6: Meta-training  [Arman]

Part 7: Pretraining considerations for zero/few-shot [Iz]

Part 8: Future work
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Slides available at: 
https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial

https://github.com/allenai/acl2022-zerofewshot-tutorial


Prompt-based finetuning

How to address multi-token verbalizers for masked language models:

1. Don’t use them.
2. Hinge loss (training) + Autoregressive decoding (inference) 

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "It’s Not Just Size That Matters: Small Language Models Are Also Few-Shot Learners"
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x  = Awful pizza! It was [MASK]1 [MASK]2 .

p+ = p([MASK]1 = terri | x) * p([MASK]2 = #ble | x)

p- = p([MASK]1 = great | x)

L  = max(0, 1 - log p+ + log p-)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.07118


Prompt-based finetuning

How to address multi-token verbalizers for masked language models:

1. Don’t use them.
2. Hinge loss (training) + Autoregressive decoding (inference) 

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "It’s Not Just Size That Matters: Small Language Models Are Also Few-Shot Learners"
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Prompt-based finetuning vs. traditional finetuning

Prompt-based finetuning has higher few-shot accuracy than traditional finetuning.

Le Scao and Rush, 2021. "How Many Data Points is a Prompt Worth?"
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Prompt-based finetuning vs. traditional finetuning

Gao et al., 2020. "Making Pre-trained Language Models Better Few-shot Learners"

Prompt-based finetuning has higher few-shot accuracy than traditional finetuning.
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PET - Results

Schick and Schütze, 2020. "It’s Not Just Size That Matters: Small Language Models Are Also Few-Shot Learners"
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Knowledge distillation improves accuracy.
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Tam et al., 2021. "Improving and Simplifying Pattern Exploiting Training"

Modifications to previous setup:

- Decoupling Label Loss: Includes 
all LM probabilities instead of just 
verbalizers.

- Label Conditioning: Use 
probability of context given labels 
(similar to noisy channel).

- No Unlabeled Data

ADAPET
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Sensitivity to hyperparameters

Perez et al., 2021. "True Few-Shot Learning with Language Models"

ADAPET sensitive to # of gradient updates and fraction of masked words.

Performance drops when hyperparameters are chosen using model selection 
criteria, e.g., cross validation (CV) and minimum description length (MDL).
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Sensitivity to prompt

Webson and Pavlick, 2021. "Do Prompt-Based Models Really Understand the Meaning of Their Prompts?"

Webson and Pavlick (2021) additionally study the effect of irrelevant and misleading 
prompts on accuracy.
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Sensitivity to prompt

Webson and Pavlick, 2021. "Do Prompt-Based Models Really Understand the Meaning of Their Prompts?"

Webson and Pavlick (2021) additionally study the effect of irrelevant and misleading 
prompts on accuracy, and find there can be “no practical difference”.
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Sensitivity to prompt

Webson and Pavlick, 2021. "Do Prompt-Based Models Really Understand the Meaning of Their Prompts?"

Webson and Pavlick (2021) additionally study the effect of irrelevant and misleading 
prompts on accuracy, and find there can be “no practical difference”.
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Sensitivity to prompt

Schick and Schütze (2021) compare the per-prompt accuracies of 4 different types 
of prompt.

Schick and Schütze, 2021. "True Few-Shot Learning with Prompts – A Real-World Perspective"

[MASK] x1 x2 [MASK] : x1 x2 x1 x2 Topic: [MASK] x1 x2 Question: What is 
the topic of this article? 
Answer: [MASK]
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Sensitivity to prompt

Small points = individual training sets.
Big points = average over training sets. 

Schick and Schütze, 2021. "True Few-Shot Learning with Prompts – A Real-World Perspective"

Schick and Schütze (2021) compare the per-prompt accuracies of 4 different types 
of prompt, and find that instructive prompts often rank higher than other prompts.
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Sensitivity to prompt / hyperparameters

The RAFT benchmark lacks publicly available data for tuning.

PET achieves near-human performance on 7 of 11 tasks.

Schick and Schütze, 2021. "True Few-Shot Learning with Prompts – A Real-World Perspective"
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50 Training data 
points

https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.13440


Sensitivity to prompt

To summarize:

Instructive prompts are shown to have higher accuracy in most cases.

However, the effect size is often small relative to variation in accuracy due to 
random seed, etc.

There is often no significant difference between instructive prompts and null or 
misleading prompts.
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Le Scao and Rush (2021) study the average prompting advantage of “null 
verbalizers” that replace the verbalizers (a.k.a. label tokens) with randomly chosen 
first names.

Sensitivity to verbalizer

Great

Example Null 
Verbalizer

Terrible

Pam

Shaun

Le Scao and Rush, 2021. "How Many Data Points is a Prompt Worth?"
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They find “for small data tasks…the null verbalizer removes much of the benefits of 
prompting”.

Sensitivity to verbalizer

Le Scao and Rush, 2021. "How Many Data Points is a Prompt Worth?"
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Sensitivity to verbalizer

Webson and Pavlick (2021) similarly find that flipped and nonsense labels are 
detrimental to performance in few-shot settings.

Webson and Pavlick, 2021. "Do Prompt-Based Models Really Understand the Meaning of Their Prompts?"
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AutoPrompt learns the tokens in the pattern using a gradient guided search.

AutoPrompt

Shin et al. 2020. "AutoPrompt: Eliciting Knowledge from Language Models with Automatically Generated Prompts"
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LM-BFF

LM-BFF uses T5’s span filling capabilities to write prompts.

Gao et al. 2020. "Making Pre-Trained Language Models Better Few-Shot Learners"
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Comparison of AutoPrompt and prompt-based finetuning (w/ null prompts) in 
few-shot settings.

AutoPrompt - Results

!
! !

!

!

!

!
!

!! !
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!
! !!

! !

Logan et al., 2021. "Cutting Down on Prompts and Parameters: Simple Few-Shot Learning with Language Models"
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LM-BFF - Results

Comparison of automated and manually written prompts in a prompt-based 
finetuning setting.
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16 examples 
per class

Gao et al. 2020. "Making Pre-Trained Language Models Better Few-Shot Learners"

https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.15723


Summary of input-level modifications

Pattern LM

Few-Shot 
Experiments
(Prompt Only)

Few-Shot Experiments
(Full Finetuning)

AutoPrompt Discrete *BERT ✔ ✘

LM-BFF Discrete *BERT ✘ ✔

Prefix Tuning Continuous (Deep) GPT-2 / BART ✔ ✘

WARP Continuous *BERT ✔ ✘

P-Tuning Continuous GPT-2 / *BERT ✘ ✔

OptiPrompt Continuous *BERT ✘ ✘

Soft Prompts Continuous (Deep) *BERT / BART ✘ ✘

Prompt Tuning Continuous T5 ✘ ✘
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Continuous Prompt Search

Many proposed approaches:

- Prefix Tuning* (Li and Liang, 2021. “Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation”)

- WARP (Hambardzumyan et al., 2021. “WARP: Word-level Adversarial ReProgramming”)

- P-Tuning (Liu et al., 2021. “GPT Understands, Too”)

- OptiPrompt (Zhong et al., 2021. “Factual Probing Is [MASK]: Learning vs. Learning to Recall”)

- Soft Prompts* (Qin and Eisner, 2021. “Learning How to Ask: Querying LMs with Mixtures of Soft Prompts”)

- Prompt Tuning (Lester et al., 2021. “The Power of Scale for Parameter-Efficient Prompt Tuning”)

* Tunes contextualized embeddings as well.
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P-Tuning uses an LSTM layer to 
encode the “dummy” token 
embeddings before sending to the 
language model.

Liu et al., 2021. “GPT Understands, Too”

Continuous Prompt Search
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Prompt Tuning - Results

Hambardzumyan et al., 2021. “WARP: Word-level Adversarial ReProgramming”
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Continuous Prompt Search

Min et al., 2021. “Noisy Channel Language Model Prompting for Few-Shot Text Classification”

Using a noisy channel approach 
improves accuracy of prompt tuning 
for GPT-2.
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Summary

Methods that learn discrete or continuous prompts:

- Allow multi-task batching
- Introduce minimal additional parameters

However, most works find that prompt tuning does not perform as well as  
prompt-based finetuning.
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